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Threemonkeys performed a categorization task and a recognition
task with brie£y £ashed natural images, using in alternation
either a large variety of familiar target images (animal or food) or
a single (totally predictable) target.The processing timewas 20ms
shorter in the recognition task in which false alarms showed that
monkeys relied on low-level cues (color, form, orientation, etc.).
The 20-ms additional delay necessary in monkeys to perform the

categorization task is compared with the 40-ms delay previously
found for humans performing similar tasks.With such short addi-
tional processing time, it is argued that neither monkeys nor
humans have time to develop a fully integrated object representa-
tion in the categorization task andmust rely on coarse intermedi-
ate representations. NeuroReport 16:349^354 �c 2005 Lippincott
Williams &Wilkins.
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INTRODUCTION
Although less documented than for pigeons or for avians in
general, the ability of monkeys to categorize complex visual
photographs has now been demonstrated for a variety of
categories from subordinate to superordinate levels such
as kingfishers, birds, fish, trees, primates, animals, food,
objects, etc. [1–5]. Baboons have been shown to develop
multimodal abstract concepts of human and baboon
categories [6] and can make judgments of conceptual
identity [7]. When performing categorization tasks with
very severe temporal constraints, macaque monkeys are
able to produce their motor response with very short
reaction times (RTs). Their earliest correct responses are
observed at a latency of 180ms [5,8], a delay shown to
challenge many models of object processing [9,10]. Perform-
ing very similar tasks, human participants, although very
fast, are much slower than monkeys, with their earliest
behavioral responses observed at about 280ms after
stimulus onset [11].
With such differences in minimal input–output proces-

sing time (180ms in monkeys vs. 270ms in humans), one
should wonder how similar is the neural processing
underlying visual categorization in humans and monkeys.
These very short response latencies observed in monkeys
might result from the processing of low-level cues rather
than the use of abstract representations. Indeed, Torralba
and Oliva [12] have shown that, in humans, the statistics of
low-level features across natural images can be used to
prime the presence or absence of objects in the scene and to
predict their location before exploring the image. However,
the initial use of low-level cues might be as important for
monkeys as for humans. Alternative– and nonexclusive–

explanations could also account for the rapidity of monkeys
in these tasks. First, one cannot exclude a speed accuracy
trade-off because monkeys are slightly less accurate than
humans (about 90% vs. 94% correct). Second, it could
simply result from shorter conduction delays because of
macaques smaller brain dimensions.
This study had mainly two aims. First, we wanted to

compare, in monkeys, the visual processing of natural
images in two tasks: one during which the monkey might
need to rely on the abstract representation of a high-level
object category such as ‘food’ or ‘animal’, and another
where the target was totally predictable, so that the monkey
could respond using a limited number of specific low-level
cues stored in short-term memory. Faced with similar
tasks, human participants are faster when target predict-
ability is total [11]. Because, in humans and monkeys,
both tasks used natural photographs as stimuli and required
the same motor response, any differences in the latencies of
the motor responses should reflect central processing
differences related to task demands. Thus, a second aim of
the study was to compare how the different requirements
of the two tasks would affect monkey and human
performance.

METHODS
Participants: Three rhesus monkeys were trained to per-
form a rapid go/no-go visual superordinate categorization
task with food objects (Rh1, male aged 7) or animals (Rh2
and Rh3, male and female aged 6 and 5) as targets.
These monkeys have already been tested in different
experiments, which showed their ability to categorize
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familiar photographs and generalize to new photographs [5]
and revealed that color did not play a crucial role in rapid
categorization [8]. All procedures conformed to French and
European standards concerning the use of experimental
animals and the protocols were approved by the regional
ethical committee.

Tasks and protocol: In the rapid categorization task,
monkeys were presented with a random succession of
different natural scenes, half of which were targets. The
monkeys started stimulus presentation by placing one hand
on a capacitive tactile key. When a target image was flashed,
they had to quickly release the button and touch the screen
(go response); otherwise they had to keep their hand on the
button (no-go response). They were given a maximum of
1000ms to respond, after which any response was con-
sidered as a no-go response.
In the second task, monkeys were still performing the

same go/no-go task, except that only one single (food or
animal) target was used and presented among varied
nontarget images. As this single target was totally pre-
dictable, the task performed by the monkey became a
‘recognition task’. Targets and nontargets were still equi-
probable as in the categorization task.
To perform the tasks, monkeys were seated about 30–

35 cm away from a tactile screen. A small fixation point
appeared in the center of the screen and pictures were
flashed around the fixation point on a black background for
only 28ms: a duration that prevented any exploratory eye
movements. The tactile key used to start the sequence of
images and to record the motor response was located below
the screen at waist level. Two successive images were
separated by a random 1.5–3 s intertrial period. Correct (go
or no-go) responses were rewarded by a drop of fruit juice
and a beep noise. Incorrect decisions were followed by
a 3–4 s display of the incorrectly classified stimuli delaying
the next trial and allowing time for ocular exploration.
The monkeys worked daily for as long as they wanted
(1–3 h), 5 days a week. At the end of each testing session
and during weekends, ad libitum water was provided. They
were restrained in a primate chair during testing (Crist
Instruments, Georgia, USA).
The results presented here were recorded during 20

successive testing sessions. In a given testing session,
monkeys performed the categorization task in alternation
with the recognition task by blocks of 150 trials. Before the
start of the testing session, monkeys performed the
categorization task until they were calm and up to their
usual level of performance. The testing session started first
with a block of 150 trials of the categorization task using 150
different stimuli. Warning that the categorization task was
going to become a recognition task was then given through
a sequence of 10 trials presenting repetitively the single-
target image that was going to be presented 75 times
randomly among 75 different nontarget images in the
subsequent recognition block. No warning was given in
between the recognition block and the next categorization
block.
For each of the 20 sessions, the 150 stimuli of the

categorization task together with the 75 nontarget stimuli
and the single-target stimulus of the recognition task were
chosen at random from the pool of familiar images that the
monkey had already categorized many times (the two

monkeys working on the animal/nonanimal categorization
were tested on the same single-target stimuli).

Thus, the animals alternated between a task in which
training had optimized stimulus processing and a task in
which target predictability was total. In each session, the
monkey alternated categorization task blocks with recogni-
tion task blocks, until they stopped working on the task.
A minimum of two blocks in each task was required for a
session. Thus, a session was usually run on 1 day,
exceptionally on 2 successive days.

Stimuli: All stimuli (examples in Fig. 1) used in the tasks
were color photographs of natural scenes (Corel CD-ROM
library). Targets and distractors included both closeups and
general views. Food targets included photographs of fruit,
vegetables, salads, cakes, biscuits, sweets, etc. presented
against natural backgrounds. Animal targets included fish,
birds, mammals and reptiles also presented in their natural
environments. Distractors included landscapes, trees, flow-
ers, objects, monuments, cars and some targets of the other
categorization task.

Images (192�128 pixels, corresponding to an angular size
of about 251� 151) were mostly horizontal photographs
(73%). They were flashed for two frames at a refresh rate
of 60Hz (noninterlaced), using a programmable graphics
board (VSG 2, Cambridge Research Systems, Rochester,
Kent, UK) mounted in a PC-compatible computer.

RESULTS
We will first present the results obtained on the monkeys in
the two tasks, and then briefly present the results obtained
in a group of human participants to compare the effect of
target predictability on processing speed in both species
(the detailed human subject data have been published in
Delorme et al. [11]).

Behavioral results: categorization versus recognition
tasks: The analysis of the monkey behavioral performance
included accuracy, speed of response and a study of the
nontarget images that incorrectly induced a go response in
the recognition task. Results concerning the food-target task
will be given for three daily blocks of categorization and
recognition tasks: a total of 9000 trials in each task for
monkey Rh1. Results concerning the animal-target task will
be given for two daily blocks of categorization and
recognition tasks: a total of 6000 trials in each task and for
each of the two animals.

Accuracy: Although very high in both tasks (92.4% correct
in the categorization task; 96.3% correct in the recognition
task), accuracy was significantly better in the recognition
task (two-tailed w2, df¼1, po0.0001). This effect was present
regardless of the target to find (food or animal), and was
significant at po0.0001 for each individual animal.

With animal targets, both monkeys were better at
responding to target images than at ignoring distractors.
This bias in favor of correct go responses was quite
pronounced (about 4–5%) and was observed with the same
strength in both tasks and for both monkeys (two-tailed w2,
df¼1, p alwayso0.0001).

The third monkey working with food targets did not
show the same biased pattern. A small but significant bias
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(1.3%) was observed in the recognition task in favor of
correct go responses whereas a stronger inverted bias
(o3%) was seen toward correct no-go responses in the
categorization task.

Reaction time: Monkeys were extremely fast in both tasks,
but as illustrated in Fig. 2, RTs were always faster for the
recognition task than for the categorization task. Overall, for
the three monkeys, the processing time was shorter by 19ms
(mean RT: 244 vs. 263ms). It was shorter by 17ms for Rh1
working with food objects (mean RT 281 vs. 298ms) and by
21ms (14ms for Rh2 and 28ms for Rh3) with animal targets

(mean RT 225 vs. 246ms). For each individual animal, these
differences were always significant (two-tailed t-test,
po0.0001).
Monkeys alternated between the categorization and the

recognition tasks by blocks of 150 trials. Performance speed
and accuracy were analyzed separately for each section of
50 trials to determine the stability of the performance
throughout the progress of the 150 trials block. The
performance was very stable, showing that the monkey
modified its behavioral strategy as soon as the task changed.

d’analysis: The average slower speed in the categorization
task could result from the presence of some difficult
photographs that need a longer time to process. Thus,
although the average processing time could be shorter in the
recognition task, the latencies of the earliest responses might
be similar in both tasks. This is clearly not the case, and this
shortening of RT latencies concerns the whole range of
motor responses from the very first responses triggered. RT
distribution in the recognition task can be seen (Fig. 2) as a
shift of the entire RT distribution obtained on the categor-
ization task toward shorter latencies. The dynamic d0

calculated for both tasks and for each monkey (Fig. 2)
illustrates clearly that the earliest responses triggered have
shorter latencies in the recognition task than in the
categorization task.
The minimal RT, evaluated as the first time bin from

which correct hits significantly outnumbered false alarms,
reflects the minimal processing time necessary to reach a
decision in each task. The difference in minimal RT between
the two tasks was 20ms on average and was significant for
each animal. It is clearly visible on the d0 curves presented
for each monkey in Fig. 2. Thus, the increase of latencies
seen on the mean processing time is also present with the
same strength on the very first behavioral responses
observed.

Errors: A question that needs to be raised concerns the
kind of errors that are produced in both tasks. So far, on all
data collected when monkeys were performing the categor-
ization task in this study and others, it has not been possible
to determine the reasons for these false alarms. However, in
the recognition task, the nontarget images that induced
errors often shared some obvious low-level properties with
the memorized target image. These features (see Fig. 1)
appear to be often related to the prevailing color, the global
form of objects or their coarse orientation, and sometimes to
the spatial layout or complexity of the whole scene, etc.
When performing the recognition task, monkeys could thus
rely on low-level memorized visual cue(s). Because the
distractors in the recognition task were chosen at random in
the pool of familiar images already seen by the monkeys, it
was rare that monkeys Rh2 and Rh3 had to deal with the
same distractor image when looking for the same single-
target image. Thus, it is worth noting that with the target
image no. 3 (Fig. 1) both monkeys made the same error,
which can be seen as induced by the prevailing color and/or
the global layout of the scene.

Behavioral results: monkeys versus humans: The neural
mechanisms underlying visual categorization are still poorly
understood and their similarity in humans and animals is
extremely controversial. Therefore, it is interesting to compare
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Fig. 1. Targets (with a green frame) and associated errors (with a red
frame) in the recognition task.The ¢gure shows the high variety of stimuli
used in the 20 testing blocks in each of the tasks. On the right of each
target image,1^3 nontarget photograph(s) that induced a false alarm are
shown. Some errors can clearly be related to prevailing color (1^7), global
form (4, 6,11), global orientation (3, 6,11), color patches or speci¢c form in
speci¢c locations (4^6, 8, 10), spatial layout of the scene (3, 6^11) or any
combination. Similar natural images were used in the categorization task.
Note that, with target no. 3, both monkeysmade the same error.
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monkey and human performance in these two tasks to
determine whether or not increasing target predictability has
the same behavioral consequences in both species. A group of
14 humans had been studied on the same two tasks using
animal targets as monkeys Rh2 and Rh3 of the present study
(see Delorme et al. [11] for a detailed report of their
performance and associated cerebral activity).
As with monkeys, human accuracy was higher in the

recognition task (98.7%) than in the categorization task
(93.1%). Humans were slightly better at ignoring distractors
in the categorization task, whereas they were better at
responding to targets in the recognition task. Thus, humans
and monkeys showed the same bias in the recognition task,
but the discrepancy in the categorization task merits further
investigation in humans. Reanalysis of the human data in
the categorization task showed that individual biases in
humans were tightly correlated with response speed.
Humans favoring speed over accuracy would display the
same bias as Rh2 and Rh3, the two fastest monkeys.
Conversely, human participants favoring accuracy
over speed would display a bias similar to that of monkey

Rh1, the slowest monkey. Thus, this performance bias
is similar in humans and monkeys and is highly depen-
dent on the individual speed–accuracy trade-off of the
participant.

Concerning response speed, the mean RT was shortened
by 63ms in humans in the recognition task relatively to the
categorization task, a larger difference than that found in
monkeys. But as in monkeys, the entire RT distribution was
also shifted toward shorter latencies. As illustrated in Fig. 2,
the fastest responses were observed at about 220ms in the
recognition task, corresponding to a 40ms speed advantage
for this task (20ms in monkeys). The analysis of the stimuli
that induced errors in the recognition task also showed, as
reported for monkeys in the present study, that humans
were most likely relying on low-level visual characteristics
of the memorized target.

DISCUSSION
One of the aims of the present study was to determine the
time necessary for monkeys to process a natural image on
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Fig. 2. Overall reaction time (RT) distributions of go responses inboth the categorization task (gray traces and shadeddistribution) and therecognition
task (black lines) for each of the three monkeys (Rh1, Rh2 and Rh3) and for the group of 14 human participants.The two thick traces are for correct go
responses toward targets, and the two thin traces are for false alarms induced by nontarget stimuli. Rh2, Rh3 and humans were tested with an animal
task, and Rh1with a food object task. In the top right-hand corner, a dynamicd0 (see details in [22]) is calculated for each task from the cumulative number
of hits and false alarms at each successive10-ms time bin (gray trace: categorization task; black trace: recognition task).Note that although the scales of
the axes are not identical in all illustrations, RT distributions and corresponding d0 share the same time scale.
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the basis of low-level cues and to evaluate how much more
processing they would need to perform a categorization task
in which they presumably rely on more abstract representa-
tions. Indeed, the results obtained show that the time
needed by monkeys to process natural images depends on
the task performed. First, in the recognition task in which
monkeys had to recognize a given target image, the visual
similarity between the target and the nontarget scenes that
induced an erroneous go response strongly suggests that –
as intended – monkeys relied on low-level cues that varied
from target to target. Then, the comparison of monkey
performance in the recognition task relative to the categor-
ization task showed that monkeys were both more accurate
(by about 4%) and faster when they responded to a single-
target image. Testing humans with similar tasks had similar
effects on performance, but with larger amplitude: their
accuracy was increased by 5.6% and their processing time
was decreased by 40ms when considering the earliest
responses produced and by about 60ms for mean RT. The
processing required for deciding whether an animal is
present in a natural scene takes at least an additional delay
of 20ms in monkeys and 40–60ms in humans.
Why is additional processing time longer in humans

than in monkeys? A first interpretation lies in the sti-
muli used to run the categorization task. Whereas monkeys
were tested with familiar images that they had already
categorized many times, humans were tested with
stimuli that they all saw for the first time [11]. However,
this discrepancy can only explain the increased difference
observed when comparing mean RTs (60ms). When
humans are tested with both new and familiar images,
they produce their earliest responses at exactly the same
latencies. The only effect of familiarity is to shorten the
RT of long latency responses with a resulting effect of
decreasing the mean RT by about 20ms [13]. Thus, the
additional processing delays that should be compared
between the two species are the delays seen on the
earliest responses: 20ms in monkeys versus 40ms in
humans. A straightforward cognitive interpretation
concerns the type of representations used by monkeys in
the categorization task that might be less abstract and
more figurative than in humans. But an alternative
interpretation is to consider that the 20-ms delay in monkeys
is simply the homolog of the 40-ms delay in humans.
In fact, monkeys always produced their motor response
faster than humans. This has mainly been reported for
ocular movements. Express saccades, for example,
are seen at 70ms in monkeys and 100ms in humans [14];
vergence reflex or tracking systems are observed at latencies
of 55–60ms in monkeys and 80ms in humans [15–17].
Visuo-motor responses would thus be produced by mon-
keys at latencies that are about two-thirds of the human
latencies. This is true also in the categorization task
performed with familiar images that is used in the present
study: monkeys have a mean RT of about 263ms whereas
human mean RT was observed at 424ms [13]. Given that
intracortical connections have been shown to be very slow
[18,19], the differences between monkey and human
latencies could be because of differences in brain sizes and
reflect that, in monkeys, less time is lost in transferring
information within a given cortical area or along the
different cortical areas [5,9].
Thus, during the additional processing time required in

between the recognition task (use of low-level cues) and the

categorization task (abstract representation?), visual com-
putations made by monkeys and humans might be very
similar. This 20–40ms temporal cost appears very limited
when considering the discrepancy in task complexity. On
the one hand, this additional delay argues strongly that, in
the categorization task, monkeys and humans have to
process visual information further than the simple low-
level statistical differences in between target and distractor
image sets shown by Torralba and Oliva [12]. On the other
hand, this additional processing time is so short that neither
monkeys nor humans would have time to rely on fully
integrated high-level object representations. Thus, when
responding in the categorization task, fast responses might
rely on very coarse intermediate object representations. This
is in agreement with experimental series showing that
humans can categorize natural scenes at extreme eccentri-
cities [20] and that natural scenes categorization in humans
and monkeys is very robust even when using achromatic
stimuli at very low contrast [21] [Macé MJ-M et al. in
preparation. Rapid categorisation of achromatic natural
scenes: how robust at very low contrasts? Eur J Neurosci
(in preparation)]. It might be that categorization tasks in
which a detailed object representation is necessary would
induce a more spectacular increase in RT both in humans
and in monkeys. Further experiments are needed to
evaluate such an interpretation.
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